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We have one man who suggests the fourth. The rest of you just don't suggest,

or do you think it isn't the fourth? Yes?...AAM: You suggest it is note of

them. The fourth, we r, shall be richer than they all, and by his strength

thru his riches, he shall stir up all against the realm of Grecia and a mighty

king shall stand up, and shall rule with great dominion and do according to

his will. Now, the terminology seems to suggest that i is another one,

doesn't it? Well, now, lets look, v.2 is

wQLldagreeonthat. Whoever they are, they are Persian kings. And the 4th

of these named is one who x±r stirs up a great attack against Greece which is

specifically named. Did any of you ever hear of a Persian king iho made a

great attack upon Greece? I hope most of you ha'e heard of the battle of

in which a Persian king came with an army to attack Greece, and he

was held at a pass by a small Greek group, until finally they made their way

through the pass. I wonder how many of you ever heard of the battle of Sal...?

and the battle of Mero , at which this great tremendous hoard came from

the Persian army, over a great distance. Men from many different nationalities,

many of them unable to talk to each other at all, because of their many dif

ferent races and nations from which they came, were brought over there to

attack the Greeks, and a great stvrm came up which destroyed a large part

of their fleet, and the Greeks, a smaller groups, but a group of individuals.

used to free enterprise, instead of being used to being ordered around by

a great empire, and at a long distance from the headquarters of the great

empire, and at a long distance from the headquarters of the great empire went

out and met this fource and destroyed so much of it, that the king didn't

think it worthwhile to make another attack, and so he failed in his efforts,

terrifically expensive efforts to conquer this distant land of Greece, which

land was interfering with him to quite an extent. It was very distant,

but it was a land with many different individuals, who were interfering this

way and that and the other with his desire for a completely unified control

over his empire, and for his extension of his tremendous empire, the largest

empire the world had ever seen at that time far more extensive than the
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